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Veteran Essay
Robert Prather

	Robert Prather was born in western Nebraska and lived on a small farm until the age of twelve.  He learned very early how to ride horses and he was happy without the farm when his family moved to Texas as horse trainers for a few years, then moved back to Nebraska.  As Ed grew through the years, during the time of the Dust Bowl, times were very hard and money was scarce, but later he found work as a horse groomer with his cousin.  He worked there and at Lockheep Aircraft before he was drafted at the age of 21 in 1943.
	Ed and his younger brother were both drafted and sent to Utah for basic training.  He found that army life was hard to adjust to because, “when you go in the army you lose a certain amount of freedom.” Later Ed did find a part of the army that he liked when he transferred to an airbase in Texas where was accepted into the Cadets and was sent to Arkansas to learn how to fly.  Yet in 1944 they let go 30,000 to 60,000 trainees.  After this incident he became a foot soldier in the 106th division of the 422nd regiment, the last infantry to be sent to Europe in World War II.
	Being one of the last infantries to be sent over, his team was ill equipped and unprepared.  At his first confrontation, the Battle of the Bulge, where Hitler made his last attempt to push the Allies back, Ed’s regiment leaders immediately surrendered their troops to the German forces.  (The weather had become harsh and they could not get any airplanes up along with having powerless weaponry.)  The soldiers were sent to POW camp Stawag VIII A across Germany at the Czechoslovakian border. They were captured on December 21, 1944, less than a week after the battle had begun.  “The worst thing about being a POW is you lose your freedom.”
	The camps were very closed up and they fed them very little.  They received one loaf of bread for about seven men, water and coffee.  They even had a certain ritual for dividing the bread: they would put numbers in a hat and you would take the piece of bread according to the number you picked.  The amount of food given to them was insufficient for so many soldiers; Ed himself lost thirty pounds after four months in the prison camp.  On February 14, 1945 there were 1,800 men altogether in the POW camp that was marched northwest across Germany, and forty-five days later there were less than 1,000.  Ed knew that his chances of surviving were slim when they started walking them back across Germany so he made his escape; he and four others dropped back through the column to the end and moved away from the caravan where they were found by a man who took them to a German infirmary.  They were deloused and given bathes, their clothes washed, and some food.  They were liberated by the 30th recon and taken to a former German airbase and were flown to camp Lucky Strike.  After a few days they were moved to England and from there Prather came home in the hospital section of a Liberty ship with several maladies.
	One does not have to be surrounded by war and bloodshed to understand the significance of World War II.  Ed did not see any fighting on the battlefield, but he saw the aftermath of the war and the feeling of death and destruction was still there when he was.  “I was sometimes proud but never ashamed.”  He felt the pain of those who were there and those who were with him in the POW camp.  Nevertheless, he believes that,  “World War II restored freedom in most of the world,” that we can never take advantage of that freedom.  “Freedom is the greatest thing we have.”

